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Message from the Guest Editor

With climate change entering our doors and the nature of
insurance markets changing, the study of risk in insurance
has become ever more challenging. In addition, changes in
mortality, migration, and working patterns all contribute to
putting stress on individuals, institutions, and
governments, with consequences in all areas of insurance
and pensions.

The study of risk in insurance is, in its essence,
multidisciplinary. In this Special Issue, we invite
researchers to share their work, either theoretical or
empirical, on risk analysis in insurance and pensions,
presenting different perspectives and addressing questions
in different areas, including actuarial and statistical
methodology; the financial economics of insurance and
pensions; social insurance; decentralized insurance; and
sustainable insurance.
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Message from the Editor-in-Chief

Risks is published in Open Access format – research
articles, reviews and other content are released on the
internet immediately a er acceptance. Specifically, Risks
welcomes contributions that

contribute with insight, outlook, understanding and
overview, no matter how simple they are;
show creativity in pedagogical tricks and
techniques;
help the transfer of theoretical research to public
and private application;
show responsibility for societal impact.

The scientific community and the general public have
unlimited free access to the content as soon as it is
published.
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Open Access: free for readers, with article processing charges (APC) paid by authors or
their institutions.
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